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Abstract
We propose a general technique called solution decomposition to devise approximation algorithms with provable performance guarantees. The technique is applicable to a large class of combinatorial optimization problems that can be formulated
as integer linear programs. Two key ingredients of our technique involve finding a decomposition of a fractional solution into
a convex combination of feasible integral solutions and devising generic approximation algorithms based on calls to such decompositions as oracles. The technique is closely related to randomized rounding. Our method yields as corollaries unified
solutions to a number of well studied problems and it provides the first approximation algorithms with provable guarantees for
a number of new problems. The particular results obtained in this paper include the following:
1. We demonstrate how the technique can be used to provide more understanding of previous results and new algorithms
for classical problems such as Multicriteria Spanning Trees, and Suitcase Packing.
2. We show how the ideas can be extended to apply to multicriteria optimization problems, in which we wish to minimize a
certain objective function subject to one or more budget constraints. As corollaries we obtain first non-trivial multicriteria
approximation algorithms for problems including the k-Hurdle and the Network Inhibition problems.
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1 Introduction
Many recent advances in approximation algorithms for combinatorial problems have formulated a problem as an integer
program, solved the linear-programming relaxation of the problem, and then used the resulting fractional solution to guide the
search for an integral feasible solution whose objective is close to the bound provided by the linear program. One successful
approach is randomized rounding. In this paper, we propose a new, general method called solution decomposition for approximating the optimal value of certain types of linear integer programs (IP). Our technique applies to a wide variety of optimization
problems, including a number of problems for which no previous multicriteria approximation results were known.
To simultaneously optimize two or more criteria, we optimize one criterion while enforcing a budget on all other criteria.
That is, for a given set of solutions S , and for given criteria

f1 ; : : :; fk and budgets B1 ; : : :; Bk?1, we seek an element of S

minimizing the criterion fk and meeting the budgets:
(GP)

minimize
where

f8k (S)
>
< fi (S)  Bi 8 1  i  k ? 1
>
: S2S

This is a k-criteria problem. Although in general the constraints need not be linear, in this paper we restrict our attention to
problems for which the above is an integer linear program (IP). That is, the feasible region is the set of points x

2 Z n such

that Ax  b and x  0, for some m  n matrix A.
The strongest type of approximation bound for such problems is to guarantee a solution meeting the budgeted constraints
and approximating the optimization ratio. Sometimes the achievable (not

NP -hard) bounds are disappointing, however; in

these cases, it is worthwhile considering how to find a solution that approximates both the budgets and the objective function.
This leads to the notion of multicriteria approximation algorithms [MRS+ 95]. Let
budget constraints. An approximation algorithm A is called an (1 ; : : :; k ;

S  be the optimal solution meeting the

)-approximation algorithm if A outputs a solution

S 2 S such that fi (S)  i Bi (it i -approximates each budgeted constraint fi ) and g(S)  g(S  ) (

-approximates the

objective function g).

1.1 Method overview
The decomposition method partitions the task of designing a new approximation algorithm into three orthogonal issues:
modeling the problem as a IP, devising decomposition algorithms, and designing approximation algorithms based on these
decompositions.
Let IP be an optimization problem given by an integer program. The solution decomposition method has three steps. First
we relax IP and solve the resulting linear program LP. Then we decompose the resulting fractional solution into a convex
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combination of feasible integral solutions. Finally, we choose one of the integral solutions (according to some criteria).
The second step of the general approach involves the construction of a decomposition. Let

S represent the set of feasible

solutions to a collection of integer constraints. In this abstract we consider the integer program GP defined above where each

fi is restricted to be a cost function, namely a linear function with nonnegative coefficients over nonnegative variables.
constraint fi (S)

The

 Bi is a budget constraint, and Bi is the budget for fi .

A decomposition for a fractional solution S~ (a rational setting for the variables) is a set

fS ; S ; : : :; S N g  S with
P
i  0, and, for each cost function f , PN
i = 1,
i f (S i )   f (S)
corresponding weights i so that N
j
j
j j ~
i
i
We say this decomposition j -approximates fj . We can alternately view the set fS ; S ; : : :; S N g with the associated
coefficients = [i i as a probability space; each S i denotes an event and i denotes the probability that the event will
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occur. We will sometimes call this the -distribution.
A decomposition algorithm finds such a decomposition for any S~ satisfying the relaxed LP constraints. In general, the number of solutions N can be quite large, and so a decomposition algorithm, if it were to list each

S (i) , can take exponential time.

We restrict our study to two forms of decomposition algorithms useful for polynomial-time approximations. In a deterministic
decomposition algorithm (DDA),

N

is polynomial in the input size, and all

N

solutions are computed in polynomial time.

A randomized decomposition algorithm (RDA) samples from the (potentially exponentially large) solution space according to

S~ satisfying the relaxed constraints for S , the RDA takes
~ for each fj .
polynomial time to produce a solution S 2 S such that E [fj (S)]  j fj (S)

the

distribution in polynomial time. In other words, for a given

Decompositions that satisfy the inequality

PN

i=1

(i)

x(i)  ~x for every variable x in an IP are -approximate decomposi-

tions. We sometimes refer to 1-approximate decompositions as exact decompositions. These decompositions can be used with
any cost function.

1.2 Applications
In the Network Inhibition problem, we are given a graph

G(V; E) with two designated vertices s; t 2 V , and each edge

has an initial capacity cu;v and a removal cost ru;v representing the cost to remove the edge from the graph. We wish to expend
up to a fixed budget B on edge removals to minimize the maximum s-t flow in G. Destruction is linear, so that paying

ru;v for

0   1 removes cu;v units of capacity from edge (u; v). Phillips first characterized the complexity of this problem [Phi93].
She showed the problem is strongly NP -complete for general graphs, but gave no approximation algorithms for the general
case. In this paper we give a simple decomposition algorithm; using this result in conjunction with our the general result in
Section 2 gives a (1 + ; 1 + 1=)-approximation algorithm.1 Rao, Shmoys, and Tardos have independently achieved similar
results for the single-budget case using a parametric-search approach [Shmon].
1 The

result is actually stronger, since we can guarantee either a feasible solution or a superoptimal solution; see Section 3 for more details.
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In the k-Hurdle problem we are given an undirected graph
cost set of edges

G(V; E) and two nodes s; t 2 V . We wish to find a minimum-

E 0  E so that every path in (V; E) from s to t crosses at least k edges in E 0.

The 1-Hurdle problem is

the Minimum s-t Cut problem. The more general question arises in physical security applications, where one would like to
place security cameras in a building so that a thief must pass at least k cameras between the entrance point and a goal site. To
our knowledge, the k-Hurdle problem has not been previously studied. The DDA we present gives a simple polynomial-time
algorithm and implies extensions to multicost versions.
In Section 3, we also consider decomposition-based approximations for multicriteria versions of the Suitcase-Packing
problem (the complement of the knapsack problem), set cover, separating k pairs of vertices, and the Shortest-Paths problem.

1.3 Comparison to related work
The work presented here is closely related to two techniques used in the past to approximate single-criterion and multicriteria
optimization problems: randomized rounding, and parametric search.
In randomized rounding, one typically formulates a given optimization problem by an integer program, relaxes the integrality constraints, solves the resulting linear program, and finally rounds the fractional solutions to obtain feasible integral
solutions [RT87, MNR]. Algorithms based on solution decompositions are similar in spirit to algorithms based on randomized
rounding; but they differ crucially in the formalization. The decomposition formalization allow the development of multicriteria
algorithms using the decomposition algorithm as an oracle.
Parametric search, proposed in [MRS+ 95, KNR+ 96] can be applied to multicriteria problems where all criteria are similar.
For example, one can apply parametric search to find a Steiner tree of minimum diameter under one metric among all trees
whose diameter under another metric meets a given bound. The method requires an approximation algorithm for solving the
single-criterion problem. In parametric search, a multicriteria optimization problem is reduced to a single-criteria problem
using a weighted combination of the criteria.
A result similar to Theorem 3 applies for parametric search [MRS+ 95]. (Although bound (1) has not been claimed earlier,
it is easy to derive from published proofs.) This result applies regardless of the linearity of constraints, but the constraints
must be for similar objectives [MRS+ 95]. Algorithms based on solution decomposition techniques yield similar bounds for a
number of the problems studied with parametric search. It also applies to several new problems where the criteria are dissimilar.
Furthermore, decomposition-based methods scale polynomially with more criteria.
The decomposition algorithms are similar to two previous papers. Naor and Schieber consider using the Edmonds decomposition (developed in [Edm73, Eve79, GM95]) for s-branchings (rooted spanning trees) to get approximation algorithms
for spanning trees [NS97]. Although there is an error in their specific application (Bounded-Diameter Minimum Spanning
Trees), the approach is still useful. Significantly, the techniques also apply to RDAs, opening the possibility of using random4

ized rounding techniques. Some other recent work by Srinivasan and Teo give constant factor approximation algorithms for
certain global packet routing problems [ST97]. Although they do not consider the general framework considered in this paper,
Theorem 4 in their paper is very similar in spirit to the work done here.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how decompositions can be used to obtain multicriteria approximations for integer programs with 0, 1, 2, or more side budget constraints. In Section 3 we give new decompositions for the k-Hurdle problem, Network Inhibition problem, and s-t cuts. We use these new decompositions to find
polynomial-time algorithms for the k-Hurdle problem, bicriteria approximations for Network Inhibition, and approximations
for multi-cost cut problems.

2 Multicriteria approximations via decomposition
In this section we present general general algorithms that construct approximation algorithms for (GP) using decomposition
algorithms as an oracle. We first show how to accomplish this for programs with no budget constraints, yielding true approximation algorithms. We then give an algorithm for programs with one or more budget constraints. Finally, we consider the case
when the number of budget constraints grows with the problem size.
First consider the case of a single criterion. That is, we wish to minimize f(S) such that S

2 S . The following theorems

(proof omitted) shows that these decompositions are powerful.
Theorem 1 If there is a DDA for S that -approximates a cost function f , then there is also a -approximation algorithm for
the problem of minimizing f on S .
Theorem 2 If there is a RDA for S that -approximates a cost function f , then for any  > 0 there is a ( + )-approximation
algorithm to minimize f on S The expected number of draws from the RDA is at most 1 + ( ? 1)=. If 

= 1, we can find an

optimal solution with a single draw from the RDA.
The one-criterion results are simple, but they are useful for determining what we can reasonably expect from a decomposition algorithm for a given S . For example, finding an exact decomposition algorithm (deterministic or randomized) for Steiner
trees would imply P

= NP .

2.1 Two criteria
In a two-criteria problem, we wish to minimize f2 (S) over the S

2 S such that f (S)  B . Although we do not guarantee
1

that the decomposition can meet the budget, we can guarantee that it does not exceed its budget dramatically as shown in the
following theorems. In the following theorem, note that a solution is either a
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(1; 1 + 1= )-approximation or a (1 + ; 1)-

approximation, but we do not know a priori which we will get. The parameter
more (up to the maximum 1 +

biases this choice. As the budget is violated

factor), the bound on the objective function moves linearly toward zero.

Theorem 3 Given a DDA for S that 2 -approximates f2 and 1 -approximates f1 , for any
find a solution S such that

> 0 in polynomial time we can

f1 (S) + f2 (S)  1 +
1 B
2 f2 (S  )

(1)

where S  is the integer program’s optimal solution.
Proof. Let S~ be the optimal, fractional solution to the relaxed linear program. We show that some solution S given by the DDA
satisfies

f1 (S) + f2(S)  1 + :
~
1 B
2 f2 (S)

(2)

~ , this solution will satisfy (1).
Since f2 (S  )  f2 (S)
Consider a random S drawn from the

distribution. We expect it to satisfy (2):




~
~
f
f
2 f2 (S)
E [f1 (S)] + E [f2 (S)]  1 f1 (S)
1 (S)
2 (S)
E B +
+
=
~
~
~  1+
1 B
1 B
2 f2 (S)
2 f2(S)
2 f2 (S)
1
Hence one of the DDA’s solutions satisfies (2).
Theorem 4 Given an RDA for S that 2 -approximates f2 and 1 -approximates f1 , for any

> 0 and  > 0, we can find a

solution S such that

f1 (S) + f2 (S)  (1 + )(1 + ) ;
1 B
2 f2 (S  )
where S  is the integer program’s optimal solution. We expect at most 1 + 1= draws from the RDA.

Proof. Let S~ be the relaxed program’s optimal solution. The algorithm is to continue drawing until we find a solution S such
that

f1 (S) + f2 (S)  (1 + )(1 + )
~
1 B
2 f2(S)

~ , outputting this solution will give the desired bound.
Since f2 (S  ) > f2 (S)

Consider a random S drawn from the distribution, and let X denote the value of

f1 (S) + f2 (S)
~
1 B
2 f2 (S)
As in the proof of Theorem 3, the expected value of X is at most 1 + . We employ Markov’s inequality to bound the chance
that a given draw is bad.

Pr [X > (1 + )(1 + )]  Pr [X > (1 + )E [X]]  1 +1 
6

On any draw we terminate with probability at least =(1 + ); hence we expect to take 1 + 1= draws to terminate.
A geometric approach to the above is possible but somewhat more complex and provides insights for why the use of
shows up.

2.2 Many criteria
The above theorems generalize to multiple criteria. Geometrically, we take the solution to a high-dimensional space.
Consider the integer program GP with which the paper began.
Theorem 5 Given a decomposition algorithm for S that i -approximates each fi , and given weights i such that

P

i

1= i = 1,

and  > 0, we can find a solution S such that
k
?1
X
i=1

fi (S) + fk (S)  1 + ;

i i Bi
k k fk (S )

where S  is the integer program’s optimal solution. If we have a DDA, we can take  = 0. If we have an RDA, we expect to use

1 + 1= draws from the RDA.
2.3 More than many criteria
Sometimes the number of constraints k in GP grows with the problem size; in this case, the linear bound of Theorem 5 is
unacceptable. Our algorithm for this case requires a concept of union between solutions. Specifically, given fS 1 ; : : :; S N g  S ,
we must be able to find [j S j

2 S so that g([j S j )  Pj g(S j ) and, for each i, fi ([j S j )  minj fi (S j ). This notion of union

is very powerful. Finding similar bounds for weaker notions of union is an open problem.
Theorem 6 Let S  be the optimal solution to GP, and say we have a decomposition algorithm for S that 1-approximates g and
each fi . Given a concept of union, for any

and, for all 1

O(

1+ 2





 i  k, fi (S)  1 +

2



> 0;  > 0, we can find a solution S 2 S so that
g(S  )
g(S)  (2 + ) lnk
ln 1++
Bi .

If we have a DDA, we can take 

= 0.

If we have an RDA, we expect to use

log k) draws.

In the DDA case, the proof for Theorem 6 is very similar to that of Naor and Schieber [NS97]. This abstract omits the proof
for the RDA case.
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3 Applications
3.1 The k -hurdle problem
In this section, we give an exact DDA for the k-Hurdle problem defined in Section 1 and some generalizations. The set
of edges selected for hurdles is a form of cut, so we will sometimes refer to a solution as a k-hurdle cut. This DDA gives a
polynomial-time algorithm, which can be more easily recognized by noticing that the matrix for the integer program is totally
unimodular.2 However, this DDA immediately gives approximation results for the multicriteria k-hurdle problem, and it will
be used in later sections.
In the integer program

H for the k-Hurdle problem, variable zu;v is 1 if edge (u; v) contains a hurdle and 0 otherwise.

Variable dv represents the minimum number of hurdles on any path from
Minimum Cut problem, except that we require

k cuts between s and t.

s to v.

This is exactly the formulation for the

Since it differs from the integer program for the

Minimum Cut problem only in its right-hand side, it is totally unimodular, so we can find an integer solution in polynomial
time. Generalizing to the case where some hurdles are already in place on the edges and/or multiple hurdles can be added to an
edge leaves the constraint matrix totally unimodular.
The DDA for the k-hurdle problem is a building block for other decompositions and, through Theorems 3 and 5, it gives
approximations for the generalization where there are secondary costs (representing cameras, guards, etc) associated with
placing hurdles on edges. This abstract omits the description of the decomposition.
Theorem 7 There is an exact DDA for the k-hurdle problem which decomposes a fractional solution to the linear-programming
relaxation of IP H into at most n ? 1 integer feasible solutions.

3.2 Network inhibition
In this section we show how the s-t cut decomposition given in Section 3.1 can be used to get the first approximation
algorithms for the network inhibition problem, defined in Section 1.2.
Phillips [Phi93] observes that for a particular cut the greedy attack strategy is optimal. One removes edges in decreasing
order of cu;v =ru;v until the budget is depleted. Thus a solution to the network inhibition problem can be expressed as an s-t
cut, which is then attacked in this manner.
In the integer-programming formulation for the network inhibition problem, variables dv represent the cut. That is, dv

=1

v is on the t side of the cut and dv = 0 otherwise. Variable zu;v is the fraction of (u; v) removed through payment,
and xij is the fraction remaining, which contributes to the residual capacity if edge (u; v) is in the cut.

if vertex

2A

matrix

A is totally unimodular if each square submatrix of A has determinant 0 +1 or ?1. That an integer program with totally unimodular constraint
;

matrix can be solved in polynomial time is well-known (see [AMO93]).
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If an edge (u; v) is in this cut (du and dv differ) then we have xu;v

+ zu;v = 1.

Thus we must pay to remove the edge

(first constraint), or pay for the remaining capacity in the objective function. The decomposition and proof are omitted in this
abstract, but the existence implies a (1 +

; 1 + 1= )-approximation for network inhibition.

Theorem 8 There is a DDA for network inhibition that 1-approximates both the budget constraint and the objective function
(cut capacity).

3.3 Randomized rounding and Suitcase Packing
Many approximation algorithms work by randomized rounding (surveyed in [RT87, MNR]). The concept of an RDA is
actually a formalization of randomized rounding, at least in its more elementary forms. Hence many established randomized
rounding algorithms yield RDAs for interesting constraint sets. These include a O(log n)-approximate RDA for set cover and
an RDA for k-pair cuts that O(log k)-approximates any capacity function [BV94].
As a simple example of using randomized rounding to get an RDA, we consider the Suitcase Packing problem. Suitcase
Packing, like the Knapsack problem asks how to pack a bag so that the total weight does not exceed a budget W , but it asks
to minimize the value of what is left. (We invert the problem because the techniques apply only when cost functions are to
be minimized.) Say we have na instances of item a, each having weight wa and badness ca . For each item type the integer
program formulation has a integer variable xa indicating how many a’s to pack and a variable ya telling how many to leave
behind.
Theorem 9 We have an exact RDA for suitcase packing. It can be queried in O(m) time.

~a , the RDA takes xa to be bx~a c + 1 with probability x~a ? bx~a c and bx~a c otherwise. The expected
Proof. Given a solution of x
~a , then, is xa .
value of x
Although one may beat the decomposition bounds for Suitcase Packing using more sophisticated techniques, this example
illustrates some of the relationship with randomized rounding. In this case, the decomposition also extends simply to multiple
criteria. For example, we could add constraints on volume, monetary value, or a spouse’s preferences. By using Theorem 5 we
can find a reasonable solution approximating all these bounds.

3.4

s-t paths
Exact decompositions also exist for paths between nodes s and t in a graph. Using a flow formulation we can write linear

constraints Q describing an s-t path. Variable xu;v

= 1 if and only if edge (u; v) is on the path and u precedes v.

The first

three constraints require a single unit of flow to be routed from s to t. Since the “flows” are constrained to be integral by the
final constraint, we will get a single path from s to t.
9

Theorem 10 We have an exact DDA for Q.
Proof. Use the path filtering procedure in [ST97] or a more efficient procedure omitted in this abstract.
One can find a shortest path in polynomial time and there is a FPTAS for bicriteria shortest paths (Phillips describes this
problem [Phi93]). We can use the decomposition for criteria k-approximations for a bounded number k of functions.
The authors would like to acknowledge helpful discussions with Avrim Blum, Adam Kalai, Bruce Maggs, and Santosh
Vempala.
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